
Natural selection is the process of sorting individuals based on their ability to survive and reproduce 

within their ecosystem; natural selection is a mechanism that drives evolution, which is the change in 

allele frequencies in a population across generations.  

 

A population is defined as a group of organisms of the SAME species that occur in the SAME area and interbreed or share 

a common gene pool, all the alleles at all gene loci of all individuals in the population.  The population is considered to be 

the basic unit of evolution.  Therefore, POPULATIONS EVOLVE, not individuals. 

In 1908, G.H. Hardy (an English mathematician) and W. Weinberg (a German physician) developed models of population 

genetics.  They worked independently, but both showed that the process of heredity by itself did not affect the genetic 

structure of a population. 

Today we call their theorem (for all you mathematicians who like theorems, this should be fun) the Hardy-Weinberg 

theorem.  It states that the frequency of alleles in the population will remain the same regardless of the starting 

frequencies.  Furthermore, the equilibrium genotypic frequencies will be established after one generation of random 

mating.  

 This theorem is valid only if certain conditions are met: 

1. The population is very large. (This reduces the effect of chance on changes in allele frequencies.) 

2. Matings are random. (No mating preference to a certain phenotype) 

3. There are no net changes in the gene pool due to mutation. (mutation from H to h must be qual to mutation from 

h to H) 

4. There is no migration of individuals into and out of the population. 

5. There is no selection; all genotypes are equal in reproductive success. 

 

If H and h are alleles for a particular gene locus and each diploid individual has two such loci, then p can be designated as 

the frequency of the H allele and q as the frequency of the h allele. 

 Therefore if you have a population of 100 individuals (each with 2 loci) in which 40% of the alleles are H, then p = 

0.40.  The rest of the alleles (60%) would be h and q would equal 0.60 (p + q = 1.0).  These are referred to as allele 

frequencies.  The frequency of the possible diploid combinations of these alleles (HH, Hh, hh) is p2 + 2pq + q2 = 1. 

Formulas:                                                                                                          Materials: 

1. p + q = 1 (allele frequency)                                                       Happy Teddy Grahams  (Arms up)                                                         

2. P2 + 2pq + q2 = 1 (genotypic frequency)                                      Sad Teddy Grahams (Arms Down) 

 



Procedure: 

Read the following Story: 

You are a bear-eating monster.  There are two kinds of bears:  Happy Bears and Sad Bears.  You can tell the difference 

between them by the way they hold their hands.  Happy Bears hold their hands high in the air, and Sad Bears hold 

their hands down low.  Happy Bears taste sweet and are easy to catch.  Sad Bears taste bitter, are sneaky, and are 

hard to catch.  Because of this, you eat only Happy Bears.  New bears are born every ‘year’ (during hibernation) and 

the birth rate is one new bear for every old bear left from the last year. 

1. Obtain a population of 10 bears from the cave, and record in Table 1 the number of each:  total population, 

happy bears, and sad bears.  Using the equations for H-W equilibrium, calculate the frequencies of both the 

dominant and recessive alleles and the genotypes that are represented in the population.  

2. Now go hunting!!  Eat 3 of your Happy bears.  (If you do not have 3 Happy bears, then eat the difference in 

sad bears.) 1 happy bear= 2 unhappy bears (you may not have any happy bears) 

3. Once you have consumed the bears, obtain a new generation from the bears’ cave (the box).  You should only 

remove 7 additional bears from the den for a total of 14 bears. Remember:  New bears are born at the rate of 

one new bear for every old bear left from the last year.  

4. Repeat steps again, for 2 more generations (three generations total).   

5. Be sure to record the number of each type of bear and the total population.  

 

Results: 

Table 1: Phenotypic Frequencies of Bears for Each Generation 

Generation 
Number of  

Happy Bears (p) 
Number of  

Sad Bears (q) 
Total Bears 

1   10 

2   14 

3   22 

Generation p2  (HH %)  2pq  (Hh %) q2  (hh %) p (H %) q (h %) 

EXAMPLE (0.3)2 = 0.09 2(0.3)(0.7) = 
0.42 

(0.7)2 = 0.49 3/10 Happy Bears 
= 0.3 

p + q = 1 
0.3 + q =1 

q= 0.7 

1      

2      

3      

 

 

 

Table 2: Genotypic Frequencies of Bears for Each Generations 

P2 + 2pq + q2 = 1 

(0.3)2 + 2(0.3)(0.7) + (0.7)2 



Conclusion: 

1. What happened to the percentage of each type of bear over time?  

a. Happy? _____________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Sad? _______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. Explain which trait is not favorable. 

              __________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Which phenotype is reduced in the population? ___________________________________________________ 

4. Explain what would happen if the selection pressure changed and the sad bear was selected for. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Did natural selection occur? What is your evidence?  

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Did the organisms adapt to their environment? Explain your answer. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  If all the happy bears are eaten in one generation, is it possible to produce some in the next generation? Explain. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. What was the force driving the natural selection? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 


